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PUBLISH OR PERISH!

BUT THERE ARE FEW JOURNALS IN MUSIC LIBRARIANSHIP.....

Notes

Fontes Artis Musicae

Music Reference Services Quarterly

Brio, CAML Review, Continuo, Musikbiblioteksnytt
ASPIRANTS, TAKE HEART!

Many other publishing opportunities await you as authors, reviewers, editors...
Journals in library and information sciences--for example:

--Library Resources & Technical Services
--The Reference Librarian
--Journal of Library Metadata
--Cataloging & Classification Quarterly

--Journal of Electronic Resources Librarianship
--Journal of Access Services
--Journal of Web Librarianship
--Reference Services Review
--Portal: Libraries & the Academy
--Library & Information Science Source
--International Journal on Digital Libraries
--College & Research Libraries
--Library Journal
--Journal of Academic Librarianship
--American Libraries
Music journals--for example:

Journal of the Society for American Music

ARSC Journal

Ethnomusicology

19th-Century Music

Women & Music

Journal of Research in Music Education

Music Educators Journal

Popular Music & Society

Music Theory Online

Journal of music history pedagogy

Journal of the American Musicological Society
MULTIDISCIPLINARY JOURNALS--
for example:

--Early American Studies
--Western Folklore
--Journal of American Folklore
--Journal of American Culture
--Journal of Southern History
--Material Culture
--Journal of Southern Religion
Book Series:

**MLA:**

Basic Manual Series

Index & Bibliography Series

Technical Reports
ROUTLEDGE MUSIC
BIBLIOGRAPHIES:

Research and Information Guides

(like the Guides to Research formerly published by Garland; both Garland and Routledge are now part of Taylor & Francis)

SCARECROW PRESS:

Music Finders Series;

American Folk Music and Musicians Series;

Tempo : a Scarecrow Press music series on rock, pop, and culture and others

Please note: the Greenwood Bio-Bibliographies series is no longer being published, but MLA recently published an award-winning bio-bibliography in the Index & Bibliography Series.
and many other journals in library and information science, music, and the humanities need reviewers. Watch for calls for reviewers on listservs and other announcement services (H-Net.org).
RILM ABSTRACTS
Encyclopedia articles
Book chapters

2. Cases on Electronic Records and Resource Management Implementation in Diverse Environments
Listservs

Subscribe to professional listservs—MLA-L and additional ones pertinent to your research interests. They are an ongoing source of calls for contributors, calls for proposals, calls for papers, calls for chapters.

Here is a source that lists library-related listservs: http://www.loc.gov/rr/program/bib/libsci/guides.html
**HINT:**
Editors of journals, newsletters, books of essays, book series, encyclopedias, blogs, etc. are ALWAYS in search of good material.

**ARE YOU A NEWBIE?**

Some journals are also new!
As editors strive to get new journals established, or editors of already-established journals seek to revitalize and improve them, their needs are particularly urgent. Be on the lookout for their calls for contributors! Do you have appropriate material? If so, in some cases publication of your article may be yours for the asking! Check Ulrich’s frequently for new titles.
H-Net: Humanities and Social Sciences Online

- Discussion Networks
- Reviews
- Job Guide
- Announcements
  - Calls for Papers
  - Calls for Publications